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KATRIN FRIDRIKS

For more than a decade, Katrin Fridriks has been experimenting with the constitutive elements of painting, that is the quality of the
paint, its support, as well as a range of unconventional painting techniques, to attain her distinct and outstanding style. It is the
unique interplay between the medium, the timing and the artists’ body moving around a canvas on the floor that encompasses the
fluid and organic quality of her paintings. Although the artist is best known for large-scale paintings, her truly contemporary artistic
practice originates in an early engagement with Performance Art (“Dust of Galaxy”, 2002) and Land Art (“Energy Flow”, 2004), but
also her studies of Japanese calligraphy, which were the starting point for her long-term research of the medium painting. Learning
the technique of executing a letter in one brush stroke only (as opposed to built-up lettering in Latin script), but most notably her
experience of working in real space and time, all influenced what today has become a choreographical painting process. The most
prominent predecessor of working on a canvas placed directly on the floor to apply paint by physically moving around it, is the
American abstract expressionist Jackson Pollock. Ensuing from this seminal practice, Fridriks has developed her genuinely own
technique: By transferring the movement and speed of her gestures into the paint, she achieves to capture the very act of painting,
and thereby turns the picture itself into an event. This sensation of witnessing the painting as happening before one’s eyes, rather
than viewing a conventional self-contained image, is essential for the engaging experiences that Fridriks provides the beholder
with. Before consciously contemplating the artwork, the viewer is already involved sensuously.
Her paintings are thus best described as an occurrence, rather than a static image: The moment of eruption, liquid matter gushing
from deep inside, small particles hurtling through the air, dripping all over the intense blue, red or silvery surface, all solid is
liquefied and each layer set in motion. This depiction of her abstract painting furthermore alludes to natural occurrences, such as
the scene of the outburst of a geyser in her home country, Iceland. The unique and pristine landscape of the geologically active
island has been an enormous influence on her work and life. By means of her distinct painting technique, Fridriks captures the
force and the sublime of its nature, without depicting an event or the scenery, as such. Although applied on a canvas, the paint
only seems to have come to a temporary halt, before continuing to swirl and splash over the edges of the canvas – and into the
space of the beholder. Rather than capturing a moment in time, her technique evokes a feeling of movement and energy that, on
an abstract level, directly relates to the origin of the evolution of the universe.
In order to extend this experience even further, Fridriks began to work on installations: Initially, as in the ensemble “Molecular
Spaces” (2008), in the format of enclosed boxes that focus on translating the pictorial device of perspective into a threedimensional space, she then started to expand the scope into real space. As time and space are inextricably entangled within
human experience, they form the basis of our everyday life. This process of incorporating space and time also involved the
expansion of the size and shape of the canvases, and thus put an emphasis on Fridriks’ architectural approach towards the medium
(“Riding Awareness”, 2014). For it is not only the natural world that inspires her practice, but also her deep interest in man-made
structures and its relation to nature.
This conceptual development culminates in her first all-encompassing installation that extends visually into the entire gallery
space: “Perception of the Stendhal Syndrome“ (2014) comprises one of her large-scale black-and-white paintings from the series
“Stendhal Syndrome“ or “Gene&Ethics” and a custom-made, sculptural magnifying glass, which is hung from the ceiling at
distance to the canvas. The arrangement provides an experience that at the same time allows for a macro-perspective and microperspective on the painting, thereby revealing the mastery of Fridriks’ skills. Every slightest move will generate an entirely new
image and each visitor has a completely unique experience when approaching the work, as it manages to temporarily suspend the
laws of our space-time.

www.circleculture-gallery.com

Today, Katrin Fridriks (*1974 in Reykjavik) lives and works in Luxembourg. Internationally exhibited, she has received high-profile
grants from the Ministry of Culture, Higher Education & Research in Luxembourg in 2009, the French government for the Olympic
Stadium of Nîmes in 2007, and among others the Goss-Michael Foundation for the MTV Re-define project in 2011 and 2014, Ralph
Lauren Foundation in 2010, the Biennial of Liverpool and the Icelandic Art Center in 2008. The title of her latest exhibition at Circle
Culture Gallery (November 2014 – February 2015) derives from her installation “Perception of the Stendhal Syndrome”. Fridriks has
been invited to exhibit at the Global Art Affairs Foundation at Palazzo Bembo Venice in the context of the Biennale di Venezia
2015.
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SELECTED EXHIBITIONS

2018

ARTVIENNA, Art Fair, Circle Culture Gallery, Vienna

Surpreme Goddesses, solo exhibition, David Pluskwa Gallery,
Marseille

ArtInternational Istanbul, Art Fair, Circle Culture Gallery,
Istanbul

Waste, solo exhibition, Circle Culture, Berlin

The 20th century Masterpieces, Seoul Arts Center, Seoul

Interstellar Spaces, solo exhibition, Circle Culture at Hotel de
Rome, Berlin

Flying Awareness, Solo Show, Lazarides, London
YIA Art Fair, Helene Bailly Gallery, Paris

2017

MTV «Re:define» Phillips, Museum Contemporary Dallas,
Dallas

Forces of Nature, Solo Show, Dellupi Gallery, Milan
Summer Group Show, Pascal Janssens Gallery, Ghent
Little Sun – Solar Panel Collection, Solar Kids School
Program, Rwanda, exhibition and charity auction, Berlin

Artstage Fair, Singapore

Das DaSein, Circle Culture Gallery, Berlin

Brafa, Brussels

Station F, Site-Specific Project, Wilmotte Associés, Paris

India Art Fair, Solo Show LTD gallery, New Delhi

COME ALIVE!, Circle Culture Gallery, Hamburg
2013
Avant Arte, New Print Release, Amsterdam
POTSE 68., Circle Culture Gallery, Berlin
Verona Art Fair, Dellupi Gallery, Verona
Brutal, Lazarides Gallery @ 180 the Strand, London
2016

Fresh Paint, Lazarides Gallery, London

Abstract Masters, Helene Bailly Gallery, Paris

Ephemeral, Circle Culture Gallery, Berlin

Macrocosm, Solo Show, Lazarides Gallery, London

Indian Art Fair, Ltd Gallery Private Collection, New Delhi

Still Here, A Decade Of Lazarides, Lazarides Gallery, London

Artcurial, Urban & Contemporary Art, Paris
Brafa, Helene Bailly Gallery, Brussels

2015
Lollipops & Icecreams, Helene Bailly Gallery, Paris
NEW WAVE, Solo Show, Circle Culture Gallery, Hamburg
Radiate, Circle Culture Gallery, Berlin

2012

GAA Foundation – Palazzo Bembo – in context of the Venice
Biennale

Improvisation & Composition, Helene Bailly Gallery, Paris
Space Opening, Ltd Gallery, Paris

Just Painted (Kjarvalsstaðir), Reykjavík Art Museum, Reykjavik
Color, Charles Bank Gallery, Paris
2014

Design Days, Stilwerk Design Gallery, Dubai

Stendhal Syndrome, Solo Show, Circle Culture Gallery, Berlin

Escape the golden cage, Vienna
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SF artMRKT fair, LeBasse projects, San Francisco

Angélus, Barbizon

New Space Opening, Circle Culture Gallery, Hamburg

Salon du Cercle de la Culture, Circle Culture Gallery, Berlin

Piasa Auction, Art Contemporain, Paris

Inauguration, Contemporary Art Center, Épinal

Space – Form, Breeze Block Gallery, Portland

Crayons, Solo Show, Le Feuvre Gallery, Paris

The Burlington Social Club, Circle Culture Gallery, London

Volta 6 - Art Basel, Circle Culture Gallery at Art Basel,
Basel

Prêt à Dîner, Circle Culture Gallery , Berlin
Marrakesh Art Fair, Marrakesh
Art Urbain Contemporain, Artcurial Auction, Paris
Moniker Art Fair, Solo Show, London
2011

Art Stary by Ralph Lauren, Phillips de Pury, London

Chrome, Solo Show, Le Feuvre Gallery, Paris

2009

The Urban Artist, Circleculture Gallery at Soho House,
Berlin

Tag & Graff, Grand Palais, Paris

Leak of Information, Solo Show, Circle Culture Gallery, Berlin

Summer Exhibition, Le Feuvre Gallery, Paris
CAL Salon, Luxembourg

Mothernature, Solo Show,Pascal Janssens Gallery, Ghent

Salon du Collecionneur Bailly Contemporian, Paris

The Urban Artist, Circleculture Gallery, Hamburg

The Show, curated by Jérémy Rocher, Paris

40 ans de pressionnisme, Forum Grimaldi, Monaco
Inauguration, Vicky David Gallery, New York
The future is not what it used to be, Le Basse Gallery,
Los Angeles
Salon der Gegenwart, Circle Culture Gallery, Hamburg
The Border Contemporary Art Zone Lineart, Solo Show,
Pascal Janssens Gallery, Ghent
Paperworks, Circle Culture Gallery, Berlin
MTV, Gross-Michael Fundation, Dallas,
Give, Circle Culture Gallery, Berlin
Spectra I, Future Tense, London
The old Casino, Circle Culture Gallery, Hamburg

2010
Graffitti, Pierre Bergé Auction & AD Gallizia, Palais de Tokyo,
Paris
No such thing as good painting, Circle Culture Gallery, Berlin
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PREVIEWS: KATRIN FRIDRIKS – 'WASTE' @ CIRCLE CULTURE (BERLIN)

Continuing her ongoing efforts to create conceptual works that reflect her firm beliefs regarding the relationship between humans and
nature, Katrin Fridriks will be opening a new solo show titled WASTE on the 26th of April at Circle Culture Gallery in Berlin. The event will
be part of Icelandic embassy's program on the 100th anniversary of sovereignty, and will be inaugurated by the Minister for Foreign
Affairs of Iceland: Gudlaugur Thor Thordarson.
Taking a step away from her vibrant abstract canvases, Fridriks is nowadays using her recognizable visual language in a more conceptual
manner. Coinciding with a upcoming release with Avant Arte platform, the upcoming Berlin show will be produced using the residue of
her painting process as the very base of new works. In an effort to raise awareness about the importance of recycling and reconsidering
the idea of 'waste', she used the photographs of her studio floor to create limited edition prints that will the main pieces of the show. By
printing them on gold and silver emergency blankets, Fridriks is creating a sense of urgency needed to deal with the subject matter.
These new pieces are accompanied by custom designed invitations that recreate the actual packaging of these first aid kit items. Along
with these, the exhibition will introduce a new Wasted Pills series as well as present the upcoming Waste editions that will be released
soon in collaboration with Avant Arte.

SOURCE: http://arrestedmotion.com/2018/04/previews-katrin-fridriks-waste-circle-culture-berlin/
DATE: April 24, 2018

KATRIN FRIDRIKS
Clearing The Air

The intensely variegated and supremely balanced work of Icelandic artist Katrin Fridriks conveys messages far beyond the abstract
relationship between material and surface. To describe her paintings as contemporary Abstract Expressionism is insufficient, negligent
in the recognition and analysis of its many applied science. Ceaseless in her exploration of form, she maintains a devout connection with
the Earth, as well as her own mind and body. An expert at extracting the elements of her environment, Fridriks assimilates the earth's
natural phenomena, allowing various aspects to be absorbed somatically. After lengthy preparation and contemplation, a series of swift
and carefully choreographed movements serve as a transcendental projection of converted energy into colour and structure. Such
application of these gestures summon strength, athleticism, endurance and precision. The sum of the parts not only brings a picture
into focus, but demonstrates the process an an event itself.
Gabe Scott: The Icelandic landscape, in relative comparison to the rest of the world, seems young, wild, untamed and in flux. I believe
the same could be said about your work; like fire and ice forming and defining boundaries while testing physical limitations. Is there a
congruity in that landscape in relation to your painting?
Katrin Fridriks: You’re right, Iceland is so extreme, and we don't call it the land of fire and ice for nothing. It is such a raw land! Most of
the aesthetic in my painting originates there: rivers looking like veins from above, unpredictable geysers, melting glaciers and molten
lava... My painting is strongly connected with these natural phenomena, both technically and mentally.
And then, of course, as a good citizen from Iceland, where we are blessed with the cleanest sustainable energy sources, I am trying to
find ways to get more involved in ecology and always keeping my eyes open on the news. What's happening with our planet and water
resources all around the globe? How do we generate clean energy and fight global warming? These questions have a great impact on
my latest research and influence my mindset while creating.
Having those images taken from satellites looking down, the health of our planet stuck in my mind, they even remind me of my
techniques; when I drop a seed of paint during the “leaking” process and watch it grow with branches, like rivers seen from above. My
paintings are similar to “paintscapes,” a top view of our Motherland. […]

SOURCE: https://www.juxtapoz.com/news/magazine/features/katrin-fridriks-clearing-the-air/
DATE: October, 2017

INTO AN ARTIST'S MIND: KATRIN FRIDRIKS

Over the years, Fridriks has developed her unique way to perform with the canvas. Amongst the techniques she uses is the 'full macro'
technique. By pouring different layers of paints onto an inclined canvas, Katrin uses gravity to let these layers flow naturally on the fabric
and through harnessing the different elastic properties of the material she uses, she is also able to create a set that looks like a
landscape.
While creating the physical piece takes mere seconds, Katrin spends days phsically and mentally preparing for painting. Between the
light diet, the meditation and the yoga session, her ritual demands a lot of energy. She compares her preparation to the one of the
athlete. 'Balanced physical attention is required in my painting' she says.
Once in front of the the canvas, Katrin’s body comes to life and the movements begin to flow. More than painting, Katrin is performing.
“At that precise moment, I am more than focused. I have trained for days before coming into production. Now, I need to control all of
my muscles, the weight of the barrel I carry, the angle I’ll throw paint onto the canvas- in what position, at what speed and which angle it
will fall on the fabric. This is the moment of my creation where my body and my mind flow together. As I “catch” speed, I tend to fix it on
the canvas. At the end, I always feel satisfied when I see a whole galaxy of details appear in a matter of nanosecond.”
Choreographed movements to create art was revolutionary to us, It was our first time hearing of such a technique and we thought there
must have been some sort of turning point in the artist’s life that inspired the adoption of this method. Influenced by her grandfather,
who competed in the olympics in 1952 as a discuss thrower, Katrin instinctively emulates athletic motions as a part of her artistic process
and technique.
Katrin submits to both notions of control and randomness. She admits to us that while she exercises “full mastery of the combinations of
material and colorimetry” she has “no real control over the outcome.” It is in the dance between the premeditated and the improvised
that she finds excitement.
The balance she seeks to express, artistically exists at the crossroads between meticulous anticipation and instinct, and the linking of
those notions with the chemistry of materials she works with. At this stage she not only becomes the master of color and motion, but a
catalyst that allows her colors to interact with themselves as she choreographs their meetings. […]

SOURCE: https://medium.com/thebeammagazine/into-an-artists-mind-katrin-fridriks-af3280008354?mc_cid=a1f5b24e3c&mc_eid=f475040dde
DATE: August 10, 2017

ABSTRACTION & MEANING

Lollipop installation, photo: Sasha Bogojev

[…] While Katrin is primarily a conceptual and abstract artist, her works carry much deeper meanings and messages, which she is
very passionate about. Her Icelandic origins influence her work on many levels – from the obvious visual impact of reflecting the
country’s unique landscape and lava flows in her works, to the geopolitical and microbiological aspects of living in one of the most
isolated places on Earth. Combined with her strong interest in the ways that modern science and technology are affecting our
lives, and the moral issues connected with those, the stories behind her pieces are as complex and rich as the works themselves.
One of the common themes of her work is genetics and the fact that Iceland is a country with unique and clear genetic lineage.
Because of its geographic position and specific historic events, Iceland gives scientists a unique chance to research and examine
these lines as an isolated sample, tracking down the periods during which new diseases or genetic anomalies first occurred. By
putting this information into the context of historic events or connecting it with major lifestyle changes (food, climate changes,
foreign influence), it is possible to better explain and understand these, or even find a cause for their development. While this is a
great opportunity for scientists, the question that Katrin focuses on is how this valuable information will be used. This is why she
bastardises the term genetics into gene&ethics, which is the title of one of her better-known series of works. While the purpose of
this research is to prevent and find cures for diseases, the opportunity to abuse this data for unethical purposes is something that
needs highlighting.
This is where a key word in Katrin’s work comes up – awareness. Even in her early days, she wanted her work to raise questions and
bring attention to these issues. Her work doesn’t provide answers, direct facts or information that people can hold on to, but the
idea is to keep raising awareness of these important issues. Her dynamic paintings, bursting with energy, can be seen both as
warning signs pointing to these issues, as well as a representation of the chaos that can ensue when we let them get out of control.
These organic shapes created with liquid paint are often juxtaposed with a silver, gold, black or white base, or straight dripping
lines, which represent barcodes and technological progress. Together with a solid colour background, embodying the sterile
laboratory environment, these elements are in strong opposition with the unpredictable nature of human life represented through
her colourful strokes and paint flow. With extensive use of basic, earthy colours – and a special accent on the warmer tones of
yellow, red and orange – this striking contrast is one of the key elements of her work. […] These exciting works were already
introduced earlier this year at art fairs in New Delhi, Singapore, Brussels and London, with new works currently being prepared for
her upcoming solo shows and fairs later in the year in London, Berlin and Seoul, to name just a few.
SOURCE: Very Nearly Almost vol. 26, p. 122-128
DATE: May 2015
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SUPERNOVA
Christiane Meixner sieht durch ein großes Glas auf kleine Welten

SOURCE: Der Tagesspiegel, p. 28
DATE: January 31, 2015

KATRIN FRIDRIKS: FLYING AWARENESS

[…] In keeping with Fridriks’ creative process, Flying Awareness will identify the strengthening of her signature style of idiosyncratic
dripping enlargements and bold monochromatic leaking effects. Through endless technical experimentation, thin and almost
transparent layers of kaleidoscopic colour appear across the canvases, fine tuning both the execution and conception of the final works.
Movement and speed emerging from the vivid works invite the viewer to apprehend the powerful abstractions through different
perspectives. Referencing a photographic aesthetic, the meanderings of Fridriks’ distinctive liquid drippings create an energy of their
own and provide a new dimension to discover inside the artwork itself.
Partly inspired by her native land and its remote surroundings, Fridriks' explosive paintings can be interpreted as imaginary landscapes
or reminiscent of satellite imagery. With multi-layered canvases acting as a catalyst, the spontaneous and graphical nature of the
compositions offer a moment of freedom and reflection. The conceptual painter encourages viewers to seek out their own perception
of the subjects within the works: eyes of a wild animal, a silhouette giving substance to a flying creature, or a savage and desolate
landscape.
Katrin Fridriks’ well-defined colours and expressive architectural style provide an evocative impression, orientated towards staging
distance from the paintings themselves and instead highlighting the viewer’s own perception and imagination. Working on both a micro
and macro level the new body of work promises to provide a strong experiential experience.

SOURCE: http://wsimag.com/art/9846-katrin-fridriks-flying-awareness
DATE: June 19, 2014

KATRIN FRIDRIKS - INTERVIEW

„GENE AND ETHICS – MASTER STARDUST“ 270 x 170 x 10 cm, acrylic on canvas – 2013

SOURCE: Dedicate
DATE: December 2013

BERLIN: KATRIN FRIDRIKS LEAK OF INFORMATION AT CIRCLE CULTURE GALLERY

Tonight, at Circle Culture Gallery, Iceland-born painter Katrin Fridriks shows her newest works dealing with a 'Leak of information'. The
exhibition asks questions about lacks or the inflationary use of communication – what is hidden? What is on display? She employs bright
colours as well as metallic, technology based inspirations to broach issues of public awareness and modern (mediated) communication
technology. Circle Culture Gallery has been famous for turning street art into a gallery event and they have had a lot of success and
positive feedbacks doing so.

SOURCE: http://www.artfridge.de
DATE: June 7, 2013

KATRIN FRIDRIKS AT ART 13, LONDON

Iceland born artist Katrin Fridriks show during Art 13 art fair in London from the 1st until 3rd of March 2013. Circle Culture Gallery will be
showing her newest body of work at booth H4 of Olympia Grand Hall, London. Fridriks is currently living and working between
Luxembourg and Paris, and for this solo show she prepared different kinds of works that she will be exposing. The new works include
perspective studies of the Stendahl Syndrome, Crayons, and Gene & Ethics series, her signature works that her fans could enjoy during
her recent showings. The main characteristic of these works is their duality of perception. They can be experienced by getting very close
to the canvases and seeing them in macro perspective, or by stepping back, and seeing them in micro perspective. The 10cm deep
canvases are also perceived as three dimensional objects, which adds a more sculptural aspect to them. Fridriks created new works
splashing colors on canvas in a way the observer gets the impression to experience Stendahl Syndrome and Gene & Ethics pieces
through a magnifying glass. Another interesting study of perspectives and an innovative technical challenge for the Paris based
conceptional painter, as the painting process had to be technically supported by an innovative scaffolding system, in order to help her
handle the liters of color on large canvases. All works vary in their size and shapes, and different sections of the series will be put in a
context to each other, which together builds a very unique installation that is planned for this event.
Very dynamic and full of energy, colorful and rich, Fridriks distinctive works always get a lot of interest by art lovers world wide. And, the
fact that she is exclusively premiering a whole new series of works at the Art13 art fair, should make this solo show even more interesting
and tempting. These preview shots of her works and installation blueprints should give you a small taste of what Fridriks has been
working on the last few months (all images and photos courtesy of Circle Culture Gallery and the artist)

SOURCE: http://arrestedmotion.com/2013/02/katrin-fridriks-solo-show-art13-london/
DATE: February 20, 2013
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MTV INVITES YBAS TO TEXAS FOR AIDS AUCTION

Katrin Fridriks: Gene & Ethics, Acrylic on Canvas

This September, MTV commemorates the 30 years that have passed since the outbreak of the AIDS virus with
"MTV Re:Define," an art exhibition and auction. Organized by Future Tense, a Londonbased organization that
stages art events and works with emerging figures, the show will feature 30 artists (one for each year of the AIDS
pandemic), many of whom have been commissioned to create new work. Among the participating artists are
Damien Hirst, Tracey Emin, Gérard Rancinan, Shepard Fairey and Katrin Fridriks.
The television network has often drawn from the art world over its three-decade history. Past collaborations with
bigname artists include having Keith Haring paint sets during a
guest VJ appearance by Duran Duran in 1985, and hosting Andy Warhol's show, "15 Minutes," shortly before his
death. The program featured celebrity guests like Pee-Wee Herman, Marc Jacobs and William S. Burroughs. "MTV
Re:Define" will be held Sept. 16–24 in Dallas at the Goss- Michael Foundation, an exhibition space founded by
singer George Michael and his partner Kenny Goss. All proceeds
will go directly to MTV's Staying Alive Foundation, which promotes AIDS awareness, education and prevention
among young people.

SOURCE: http://www.artinamericamagazine.com/news-opinion/news/2011-07-26/mtv-redefine/
DATE: July 26, 2011

MTV RE:DEFINE

KATRIN FRIDRIKS ROYAL GENEÐICS ACRYLIC ON CANVAS 150X150X10CM 2011

To mark the 30th anniversary of discovering the AIDS virus, MTV launch a new project that brings together some of
the worlds most renowned contemporary artists For three decades, MTV have been at the forefront of popular
culture working with the most cutting edge, established and revered artists from the late 20th and early 21st
century. The illustrious MTV have constantly pushed the boundaries of contemporary culture by testing new waters
and introducing exciting projects. Coinciding with their arrival came the groundbreaking discovery of the AIDS virus
that has affected the world to an unprecedented scale. To mark this MTV have launched their RE:DEFINE
project which brings together 30 world renowned artists to showcase their work and to take part in a live auction.
We talk to Georgia Arnold, Executive Director, Staying Alive Foundation about the aim of the project and what we
can to expect to see. TEXT BY FRED PAGINTON KATRIN

SOURCE: http://www.dazeddigital.com/artsandculture/article/11154/1/mtv-redefine
DATE: January, 2012
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STENDHAL SYNDROME exhibition, installation view, Circle Culture Gallery, Berlin, 2015
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